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ABSTRACT: In the view of the current fire safety
emergency management system construction exists many
problems, we should change the treatment, prevention
and early warning of ideas, innovative thinking, and
expounds application of the emergency management to
build and improve the fire safety emergency management
system. Inspired by this principle, this paper proposes
the novel computer aided fire safety engineering model
based on the shortest path algorithm. In our methodology,
we primary focus on the following aspects. (1) To build a
fast and efficient aftermath disposal system composed
of information management subsystem, the science and
technology support subsystem, emergency mobilization
guarantee subsystem and the rehabilitation subsystem
and other functional subsystems. (2) Construction of the
science highly effective emergency early warning system
must establish the perfect emergency circular and the
warning system that establishes the perfect emergency
medical system. (3) The construction of the efficient
emergency response system. We have set up the sound
scientific organization system for fire control safety
emergency management decision making, based on the
functions of three level theories. In the future, we will apply
the model into real scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Fire is high frequency mined-out area. Building fire occurs
about 150000 times a year in China, and the building fire
is estimated 4 million worldwide each year. Happen from
time to that of the fire accident claimed thousands of the
lives each year and billions of the economic losses caused
the serious threat to people’s lives and property security[1-
2]. To better analyse this challenge, we should firstly
analyse the four major aspects shown as follows.

• Construction load, construction load including fire load
and gravity load. Building fire load, the greater the more
burning violently, while the indoor temperature is higher,
the easier it is to building fire resistance that easy cause
building collapse with component of the gravity load, the
greater the produce of the internal force[3], and the greater
the component of lost time is short, the more easy to
collapse.
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• External forces, construction in the explosion,
earthquake, impact and other external forces, the first
building structure caused by the first damage, and then a
fire, in which case the building fire collapsed, the time is
far below the fire limit time[4-6]; in the fire rescue process,
the use of the tactical is not correct, there is no timely
control to eliminate the fire point, so that it will prolonged
the fire time and will increase the possibility of collapse of
the building.

• In the event of building design, if there is not enough
component load design, or unreasonable layout of the
structure, the unreliable connection between components
and the other issues, in the event of fire, explosion or
other disasters, high temperature damage caused by
components can easily cause the whole building
collapsed[8-10].

• Fireproof performance of the buildings, building walls,
column and floor slab, the strength of the beam, roof
bearing component is higher, the better the performance
of the refractory, the less easy to collapse. Non-
combustible, in general, and the stability of the flame
retardant material component is better than the stability
of the combustible material components[11]; Section size
is larger, the less readily conduct heat into the interior,
fire resistance, the better its stability; Component has
the non-inflammable protection layer on the surface, such
as the fire retardant coating plaster, spraying that increase
the fire resistance of the components, with its stability
also increases accordingly[12-13].

Because that our country’s urbanization advancement
speeding up gradually, and the general city construction
development in the direction of the upwards, the density
of building more and more big, the urban population is
becoming more and more concentrated and building fire
safety management is also more prominent, and with the
rapid development of commodity economy, commodity
circulation of the concentration of it and evacuation has
become a development trend[14]. Therefore, we should
then consider the three major aspects as the pipeline of
this paper. (1) The rationality of the architectural layout of
the building fire rescue operations have a very important
role, therefore, in the process of the building layout, to
ensure the building fire safety distance, the evacuation
passageway and safety exit are conform to the relevant
requirements, at the same time to ensure the construction
layout is indirect, avoid in the process of personnel safety
evacuation, appear lost phenomenon, cause needless
loss[15]. Building security exports to set up the clear
identity, to ensure that personnel in building fire safety
evacuation with clear direction. (2) For the building,
according to the actual situation, the selection of a basic
reasonable fire detection system, and set the fire alarm
system to ensure that the first time to find a fire organize
evacuation[16]. Fire organizations should then regularly
organize the building personnel to carry out fire drills and
with the emergency evacuation work, so as to effectively
improve the fire escape capacity of the personnel. (3) The

fire emergency lighting and the target symbol are the fire
prevention disperse in the process to play as importantly
safely are leading the way the role, therefore in carries on
time the design to it must give the full value. It is designing
the emergency lighting design should then has guarantee
the personnel disperses the normal degree of illumination
which needs[17-18]. Disperses the informational sign to
be best defers to the continuous establishment that
instructed the direction according to nearby the principle
with best little uses bidirectional to disperse the
informational sign, to avoid the fire occurs when escaping
the personnel to be indecisive that will delay escaping
time.

2. The computer aided fire safety engineering model

2.1 Shortest path algorithm
The shortest path problem is a key problem in the graph
theory. With the graph theory, data structure and the
algorithm of continuous improvement, some part of the
shortest path algorithm has been proposed, the algorithm
in time complexity, implementation difficulty level and
application areas are much improved. In the 1959, the
Netherlands computer scientist E.W.D algorithm is put
forward. It is monophyletic path algorithm, the algorithm
used to solve the vertex to all the other vertices of the
shortest path. In the area of data structure, graph theory,
operational research and so on specialized course in the
detail that belongs to the greedy algorithm model to the
source point as the center to the outer layers expand,
until finally a vertex.

It requires no negative figure right side, and too many
cycles lead to lower efficiency of the algorithm. In the
formula one, we define the model field.

1, if i = s
Σ xa - Σ xa = -1, if i = t     ∀ i ∈V

0, if i ∈ V \ {s,t}

Σ wa xa ≤ W (1)

+a∈δ (i) a∈δ (i)−

a∈A

{
xa ∈ {0,1} ∀ a∈A

The restricted search region algorithm is proposed for the
spatial distribution of the road network in order to
determine a smaller range in a large road network so that
the shortest path between any of given two nodes falls
within that range the possibility of the larger model that
can be summarized as the following aspects.

• In the edge at the end of all for X to calculate the starting
point of the shortest path and the edge of the weights of
the sum of the minimum quantity, this is the shortest
path X.

• All the edges with X as the starting point, we calculate
the cost of reaching the end point via X, and compare with
the shortest path size of the end point. If the cost is much
smaller than the shortest path at the end point that modify
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the shortest path of the end point to the core cost of
reaching the end orientation.

The present stage we contact the majority solution most
short-path algorithm all is the static most short-path
algorithm, namely in the most short-path search process
in the road network parameter information all is a fixture,
along with the time passes it not to change, when the
search path does not use consideration the environment
factor influence shown as figure one.

Figure 1. Pattern of the shortest path model

Although scattered data points of the data point distribution
without rules, the distribution of data points and interaction
determines the reconstructing the shape of the curve and
the basic direction, each data point’s contribution to the
reconstruction of curve affected by the distribution of the
other data points with the general restriction function of
formula 2.

       min x1 + x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 + 2x5 + x6 + 6x7

      subject to x1 + x2 = 1
x3 + x4 + x5 - x1 = 0
x6 - x3 = 0
x7 - x2 - x4 = 0
-x5 - x6 - x7 = -1
x1 + x2 + 5x3 + 2x4 + 8x5 + 2x6 + 2x7 ≤ 6
xi ∈ {0,1} ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ 7

For the proper solution of this optimization problem, we
should consider the three major aspects.

1) Regarding side quite many dense charts, it may select
the core adjacency matrix representation method to save,
because it takes the space to be few, it may use the

storage space fully regarding the side quite few sparse
charts, the adjacency table saves then more appropriate.

2) Adjacency matrix based on vertex connection way of
indirect information of edge, program execution, the need
to traverse all edge.

3) We know from the previous section with the adjacency
matrix storage, need storage space for the n*n represented
as the n order phalanx.

In this paper the primary shortest path approximation
algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of the curve
reconstruction of the ordered data points by solving the
shortest path of the weighted graphs as follows.

Σ w (ik-1, ik) ≤ W (3)

Where the (ik-1, ik)  represents the weights and the W is the
boundary condition. The topology of the network is
transferred from figure 1 to the figure 2.

p

k=1

Figure 2. Enhanced topology model

The traditional Dijkstra algorithm can well obtain the optimal
solution of the shortest path, but it is a lot of the nodes in
the case of a large number of nodes, so it is inefficient
and mainly follows: the minimum path length value of the
newly added vertex Vj to the remaining vertex with the
need for a large number of D[j]+arcs[j][k] and D[k] size,
and this time a lot of the vertices are not adjacent to Vj,
an increase of additional computing. In the practical
application of the problem while taking into account the
Dijkstra algorithm from the starting point to the end of
shortest path, the same can also be expressed as the
shortest path from the end to the starting point and
therefore, whether path problem can be decomposed into
two sub-problems by solving the shortest path from the
starting point to the end point and solving the shortest
path from the end point to the starting point as follows.

min λC⎟⎟ CP- Σ αiCi ⎟⎟ F + λA⎟⎟ P-1 AP- Σ αiAi⎟⎟ F
+ ⎟⎟ P-1 B- Σ αiBi ⎟⎟ F

p i=1

i=1

L L

L 2

2 2

(4)
i=1
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After defining the mentioned principles, we should then
consider the novel countermeasure. By using the method
of solving the shortest path in graph theory to solve the
boundary, reconstruct the curve distance near the edge
weights is small, so define the edge has a weight in the
model and the edge is inversely proportional to the potential
value of the two endpoints, proportional to the edge length
based on formula 7.

 1, if i = s
Σ xa - Σ xa = -1, if i = t     ∀ i ∈V

 0, if i ∈ V \ {s,t}

Continuing to the formula 2, we consider the listed
restriction functions as the solution.

• All direct child nodes of X after computing the shortest
path, look at these direct child node of the sons of the
shortest path whether need to modify. Still assuming X is
a direct child node.

• If the cost is greater than D shortest path, we don’t need
to modify D and as long as D all children nodes of the
shortest path with the new consideration of formula 8.

         cx2 - cx1

• If the cost is smaller than the shortest path of D, it is
assumed that the difference between the shortest path of
D and D is Δ2, the shortest path of D is changed to this
cost, the D’s parent node is changed to B, and the shortest
path of all the descendants of the D plus Δ2. The author
of the above only to delete a node as an example, CDSPT

Figure 3. The pseudo code for the proposed shortest path algorithm

For solving this optimization problem, we should integrate
the boundary condition of 5 and 6.

f zf - Sg (0)
g R0   f

f R0   f
g zg - S* (z*) f(0)

) )

Where the ⎟⎟ P-1 B- Σ αiBi ⎟⎟ F  represents the essential

( (

( () )

a∈δ (i) a∈δ (i) {+ −

(7)

(5)

(6)

→

→

part that needs the absolute re-written. And the later
implementation can be focused on three major aspects.
(1) Serial algorithm parallelism. Some order quite bad serial
algorithm, we only need to understand the clear serial
algorithm the design concept, and studies and the change
to it that may realize the basic serial algorithm
parallelization. Regarding the majority questions, this
method is very easy to realize, and therefore the serial
algorithm parallelization has also become parallelization
realization method which many scholars profit from. (2)
Combine the existent parallel algorithm. For some of the
problems, it is possible that a parallel algorithm cannot
achieve the desired effect, and many of the better parallel
algorithms have some relevance, which requires us to
combine these associative algorithms together into the
problem we want to solve, and that finally to solve the
problem. (3) Own design with new parallel algorithm, when
we study when the question needs the parallel algorithm
solution, while if present existing has not been possible
to use directly when the parallel algorithm or had the serial
algorithm parallelization special difficulty, then we must
result in try another method, and also is consideration
concrete question own characteristic and the attribute that
studies one new also the efficiency quite high algorithm.

L

i=1

2

λψ  =
wx1 - wx2 > 0 (8)
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algorithm for the multiple nodes change the same applies
shown in the figure 3.

Besides the initial optimization, we then enhance the basic
model by introducing the listed items. (1) Specify the
shortest path between the two data points; (2) From a
fixed data to other data of the core shortest path; (3) The
shortest path between any of two data points. For these
three kinds of problem that can use Dijkstra algorithm,
the problem of the class three with the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm is more effective. In the weighted graph simply
estimated points at the end of the first problem can be
converted into for a fixed data to other data of the short
circuit problem by solving the equation 9.

x = x + xr = Σ αk dk + xr (9)

Where the Σ αk dk is the additional judging term, after the

∧

k∈Ωm

k∈Ωm

complete network carries on the division, in order to
facilitate solves the most short-path, in various subnets
the node serial number can change, the final host
processor carries on when the most short-path result
compiles, between neighboring subnet processor when
way merge must carry on the correspondence, this can
bring some time the consumption. In the algorithm
explicitly has not discussed many nodes to change the
situation. In fact, when have many nodes change, so long
as to the above algorithm slightly does that modifies this
question to be possible to obtain well solves.

The supposition has 2 nodes to change, so long as 2nd
step and corresponding divides into in the above algorithm
the node 2 groups then, in the group contains the node
and the descendant node and the corresponding side
which must change. The 1st group processes a labor node
the change and the 2nd group processes the 2nd node
the change. First, transfers the CD-SPT algorithm to

process the 2nd group of change situation, dynamic
renewal old SPT produces temporary SPT. Accordingly,
in the figure 4, we demonstrate the revised forms of the
topology patterns.

2.2 Computer and architecture
With the aid of the BIM software, the architect may the
construction which imagines oneself to make the general
construction model. Using this basic virtual model, the
architect may examine each design the simulation effect.
At the same time, but also may the multi-directional
onlooking this kind of the model revolving effect, after
examine the construction completes obtains space charge
effect; Or the architect also may the spatial feeling which
produces from model interior experience construction, lets
the building space give human’s feeling refinement, the
spatial use is further more exquisite.

Constructs the designer to need unceasingly to carry on
the inspection to in the construction spatial element,
carries on the confirmation to the design mentality as the
ponder selects the material as well as the core color may
create most ideal effect and so on. Computer program is
unable to understand and to deal with the construction
issue directly. Therefore, carries on the production design
using the algorithm that needs the architecture question
which is connected to abstract as computation geometry
question, and through machine language programming
realization while regarding different type architectural
design, its main question is also different.

As shown in the figure 5, the computer assisted
architecture design and implementation system is well
shown. It has a certain target of the CAD is not a new
concept, the building materials into digital expression is
a practical way, but for a long time has not been applied
in practice until the computer after large area is used to
generate the wide range of the BIM application system.

Figure 4. Revised forms of the topology patterns
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Figure 5. Computer assisted architecture design and implementation system

The BIM application softwrae out of simple geometric
pattern, the scope of use is no longer limited to the point,
line circle the plane figure, but also to the stereo artifacts
such as walls, doors and windows. And the for the main
computer assisted design, we should focus on the three
major points. (1) As a number of independent agents, the
optimization process of each block will have an impact
on the realm of its adjacent plots. The efficiency of the
algorithm for this part is also critical to the optimization
process, in the implementation of the program, the data
organization between the blocks to give up the difficulty
of achieving a larger polygon structure, and the use of
“half” data structure. (2) In the practical design, traffic
system design often focuses on solving “connectivity” and
“prudent” two questions. Connectivity which make the
traffic between two or more connections are all clear on
the block are can be reached. (3) The field force is
determined only by the spatial position of the force, the
surrounding environment abstract to get the domain, the
base of different locations in its role will have different
direction of the field force. For example, the base on the
hillside, the slope of the slope and the contour line to
form the domain, the base of the field by its impact was
deviated from the contour line of the state as making the
building towards vertical or parallel to the contour line.

As the building model is a real three-dimensional form,
so the objectively and the image to express the designer’s
design ideas, the design of the complete shape, structure,
color, material and some decoration and other aspects of
the real show. The model is more expressive than any

other expression, such as the oral presentations, textual
explanations, and the graphic graphics. The chart
expresses designer’s intentions, including architectural
artistry, styling rhythm, character, and other abstract art
content. BIM “distributional” the model also manifests in
the BIM model often by some of the related designing
department, the construction or the operation unit acts
according to respective operating basic region alone to
establish, finally through unified standard synthesis. This
will increase to the BIM modelling standard, the edition
management, the data security management difficulty,
therefore sometimes the owner also will need be able to
entrust the independent BIM service provider unified plan,
maintenance and management entire engineering project
BIM application will guarantee the entire BIM model
information accurate effectiveness and security.

2.3 Fire safety principles and models
The emergency management process discusses has the
systematic characteristic, the integrity and the timelimited
characteristic. The systematic characteristic was refers
to the emergency management process to discuss has
contained the emergency management entire process,
but managed itself is treating emergency comprehensive
systems engineering. The integrity is well referred to the
emergency management content which the emergency
management process discusses as contains to be well
widespread, involves to the system, the mechanism, the
legal system and the predetermined plan and so on many
aspects that any of emergency management all has the
effectiveness, but emergency manages the effectiveness
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which the process discusses to be more obvious and to
be prominent, with the request manages emergency must
consider from the entire process angle to complete in the
shortest time and manifest in the time the pressing.

Figure 6. Fire safety guaranteed design pattern

Fire condition has the following features. (1) Natural lighting
difficulties, and more dependent on lighting. In the event
of a fire, in order to prevent the spread of fire, usually to
cut off the power, we can only rely on the emergency
lighting and evacuation and the natural light difficult to
occur, in the event of a fire safe export less, no windows,
evacuation distance to consider the safety of evacuation
of trapped in the fire caused difficulties in the fire, the
safety of the evacuation of the people. (2) Smoke gas,
toxic is highly volatile. Underground construction safety
export less, sealing strong, and smoke diffusion channels
is limited, there is a fire, the air combustion is not full,
easy to produce large amounts of toxic gas such as
carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and the
hydrogen sulfide fumes which easy to accumulate in the
ground within the limited space. (3) The fire intensity
spread is rapid, the rapidity of combustion is quick and
the scene of a fire temperature is high. The underground
construction natural lighting, ventilates and so on the multi-
dependence electric power, each kind of electrical line
pipeline is densely covered, and the repair material mostly
is the combustible material flammable, the spread way
are many, once has the fire, the spread is rapid.

In the view of the current fire safety emergency
management system construction exists many problems,
we should change the treatment, prevention and early
warning of ideas, innovative thinking, and expounds
application of the emergency management to build and

improve the fire safety emergency management system.
Therefore, we give the following suggestions.

• Build a fast and efficient recovery system. To build a
fast and efficient aftermath disposal system composed of
information management subsystem, the science and
technology support subsystem, emergency mobilization
guarantee subsystem and the rehabilitation subsystem
and other functional subsystems to further improve the
ability to deal with the future; to strengthen the media
with the mass media authority good cooperative relations
to mobilize the enthusiasm of social forces that play role
of social forces.

• Construction of the science highly effective emergency
early warning system must establish the perfect
emergency circular and the warning system that
establishes the perfect emergency medical system,
establishes the monitor to guard against controls the
system and comprehensive public information platform
with the conformity resources, under the plan
consummation crisis condition collection of information,
the analysis and disclosure system, enhances the
information communication and general transmission
ability, through systematized construction enhancement
science early warning ability.

• The construction of the efficient emergency response
system. We have set up the sound scientific organization
system for fire control safety emergency management
decision making, based on the functions of three level
theory, build scientific leadership and decision-making
subsystem, management and core coordination command
subsystem, emergency teams and carry out subsystem
while forming a perfect model emergency decision-making
coordination command one on-site rescue system of the
emergency response system that will then clear
department responsibility, emergency decisionmaking
systematically, emergency treatment and the
comprehensive coordination of various functional
departments work as well enhancing decision-making
capacity to respond quickly.

From the aspects of the external environment of the
building, the structural characteristics, the internal
distribution of the building, the selection of the building
materials and so on, the fire occurs, the development
process as the main line, combined with the fire causes,
fire prevention measures, fire spread, fire, evacuation and
property losses, etc., while the factors that affect the
development of fire mainly include the following nine
aspects: combustible, ignition, ventilation, fire detection
and early warning equipment, fire-fighting system, fire
brigade, flue gas, fire spread, evacuation, property loss,
etc., according to the impact of these effects at different
stages of development to study the impact of the various
stages of the factors, the construction fire will be divided
into four stages of the process, the main consideration is
the inherent risk of the building itself, good staff quality
and strict of the management system can greatly reduce
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the risk of building fires. Therefore, based on the final
topology for fire emergency, we propose the following three
suggestions. (1) Performance-based fire protection design
is based on the fire safety engineering on the basis of a
new method of building fire protection design. By using
the principle and method of fire safety engineering,
according to the structure of the structure, purpose and
the specific situation of the internal fuel etc., for building
fire risk and harmfulness of quantitative prediction and
evaluation, and so as to reasonably come to the fire
prevention design to provide reliable fire protection for
buildings. (2) On the basis of the building safety plan,
according to certain standards, the safety of the building
safety pre-evaluation, if not meet the standards, find the
reasons and timely changes, and in advance to prevent
accidents. (3) To establish scientific and reasonable daily
fire safety management system, that also according to
the characteristics of the fire, take the following measures
are mainly from following aspects: safety management
institutions, core safety production responsibility system,
safety operation procedures, the fire-fighting equipment
management, safety inspection and rectification, safety
education, safety input, safety emergency plan and the
rehearse, safety information management system.

Figure 7. Finalized topology for fire emergency

3. Conclusion

Because that our country’s urbanization advancement
speeding up gradually, and the general city construction
development in the direction of the upwards, the density
of building more and more big, the urban population is
becoming more and more concentrated and building fire
safety management is also more prominent. Under this
basis, this paper proposes the novel computer aided fire
safety engineering model based on the shortest path
algorithm. In the future research, we will be focused on
the numerical simulation on the model.
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